IMCOM
Standard Garrison Organization Structure (SGO)

**NETWORK ENTERPRISE CENTER (NEC)**
OPORD 09-015, FRAGO 6 (NETCOM responsible for Baseline IT service delivery)

**LOGISTICS (DOL)**
DOL functions transferred to AMC, 1 Oct 2012

**EXCEPTION: JB Lewis McChord & Baden-Wurttemberg DOL remain in IMCOM**

* Visual Information (VI) and systems supporting IMCOM mission remain IMCOM responsibility

**IMCOM:**
- CIVILIAN PERSONNEL SVC (CPAC)
  - Command and Control to AG1CP-FOD
- CONTRACTING (ICO)
  - Established 1 Oct 2008
- HEALTH SERVICES
  - 950-954
- **LOGISTICS (DOL)**
  - DOL functions transferred to AMC, 1 Oct 2012
  - 300-308

**INSTALLATION SUPPORT DIRECTORATES**
- **HUMAN RESOURCES (DHR)**
- **FMWR (DFMWR)**
- **PLANS, TNG MOB, SEC (DPTMS)**
- **EMERGENCY SERVICES (DES)**
- **PUBLIC WORKS (DPW)**

**INSTALLATION SUPPORT OFFICES**
- **LEGAL (CLO)**
- **PUBLIC AFFAIRS (PAO)**
- **RELIGIOUS SUPPORT (RSO)**
- **EQUAL EMP OPP (EEO)**
- **SAFETY (ISO)**
- **INTERNAL REVIEW (IRACO)**

**GARRISON MGMT & CONTROL OFFICES**
- **RES MGMT OFC (RMO)**
  - 115-118, 122, 801
- **PLANS, ANALYSIS & INT (PAIO)**
  - 121*
- **ADMIN OFFICE**
  - 113
- **INFORMATION MGT OFFICE (IMO)**
  - 121 SSPB*

*IMO realigning from Svc 121 SSP B to Svc 100, SSP (to be determined)